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Weekly Summary

For the past two weeks, one of the main objectives for the frontend was to be able to route the different

pages of the dashboard with Flask. There has been no breakthrough with this so far so it will be

discussed for time reasons if using the already existing NodeJS routing system will work fine for this

project and just use the Flask routes for making database calls to send and receive data.

The work for the Machine Learning models is wrapping up now that we were able to create a model for

the purposes of anomaly classification and detection. The models can still be improved by adding in

more parameter tuning but is not necessary to meet our goals or requirements. The only thing left in this

aspect is to get anomaly models for the other types of transformers.

Past Week Accomplishments
● Justin-

○ Investigated the logistic regression for anomaly detection. Determined 3 classes of

data that could be used for classification.

■ Normal/no anomaly

■ Power Spike

■ Power Failure

○ Created a script to add in the two anomaly types into data so that it could be used

to train a logistic regression model.

○ Used keras to create a logistic regression model using softmax function n=3. The

n=3 means that there will be 3 values that sum to 1 (represents probability)



○
■ This is showing the model in progress, The input is line 4 which has an

anomaly class of 1 (power spike)

■ Then that data goes through the ML model layers and outputs 3 values

corresponding to the probability that the data input is each class. [normal,

power spike, power failure]

■ This example shows we correctly predict 99.999273% chance this is a

power spike

● Karthik -

○ Added sample of time-series data into Neo4j database for

testing/proof-of-concept purposes

○ Integrated prediction models of each transformer type for kWh output into Flask

API

■ Flask and Neo4j Docker containers are connected for easy data retrieval

and processing

■ Code is pushed to master branch for whole team to access



Abir -

● Use link properties from database to create corresponding links between nodes



Pending Issues
● Being able to route the different pages with Flask

● Fully end-to-end transactions running on master vm

● Implement real-time data updates for kWh outputs with new MySQL instance and task scheduler

● Integrate logistic regression models into relevant endpoints

● Import node relationships for Neo4j

● Allow for new data to be uploaded into databases

Individual Contributions

Team Member Contribution Weekly

Hours

Total Hours

Patrick Wenzel Trying to route pages using Flask 4 28

Justin Merkel Logistic regression investigation and

implementation for one of the transformer

types.

10 33

Abir Mojumder Node linking in the graph 4 24

Karthik Prakash Configured endpoints for transformer

prediction models that uses values from Neo4j

5 25

Abhilash Tripathy Refactoring table displays 4 24

Plans for Coming Week
● Patrick - Compare Flask routing vs NodeJS routing and

pick which option is best for us

● Justin - Complete the logistic regression for the other

two transformer types using the same process.

● Abir - Make pop-up tables to show current and predicted

value for the node that is clicked on from the graph

diagram.

● Karthik - Implement real-time updates to kWh outputs

stored in Neo4j and help with end-to-end integration

● Abhilash - Restructure frontend architecture, make UIs

for the new APIs in backend.


